
Stay-True Darker Colors
Window World 6000-AS Insulated  
Siding’s darker colors feature fade- 

defying ChromaTrue® color technology to ensure the rich  
vibrant colors stay true – and carry a lifetime limited  
warranty against fading. See printed warranty for details.

When correctly installed, Window World 6000-AS 
Insulated Siding can help meet the performance 
guidelines of an ENERGY STAR® qualified new home.

Charcoal Smoke

Storm Sterling Gray Ageless Slate

Vintage Wicker Tuscan ClayMonterey Sand

Cape Cod GrayNatural Linen Platinum GrayGlacier White Antique  
Parchment

Canyon Drift

MapleAdobe Cream

Deep MossMountain Fern Midnight BlueHarbor Blue

Classic Colors

Ultra-Premium Colors

Select from our extensive collection of warm or cool colors that allows you to create  
an exterior as unique as your vision. From luxuriant earth tones to calming neutrals,  
Window World 6000-AS Insulated Siding will help make your dream home a reality.

Juniper RidgeMystic Blue Coastal Sage
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Window World 6000-AS 
Insulated Vinyl Siding is backed 
by the Good Housekeeping Seal.

6000-AS
INSULATED VINYL SIDING

6000-AS Double 6" Clapboard
in Antique Parchment.

Improving Homes. Changing Lives.®



Double 6”
Clapboard

Double 5”
Dutch Lap

Window World 6000-AS insulation creates a 
strong thermal barrier yet resists water retention 
that can lead to mildew or mold. 

6000-AS 
INSULATED VINYL SIDING

Outstanding energy efficiency, superior beauty, and carefree upkeep are expertly 
achieved with Window World® 6000-AS Insulated Siding. This high-performance 
insulated wall system creates an upscale exterior for your home while protecting  
it with a weathertight finish that reduces energy spending year-round.1  

With Window World 6000-AS Insulated Vinyl Siding, the expanded polystyrene 
(EPS) rigid foam is laminated beneath the .046" siding panel for a formidable 
wall of thermal protection. This precision-engineered insulation – up to 1-1/2" 
thick nominally – will help keep your home warmer in the winter and refreshingly  
cool in the summer with less energy consumption. At the same time, the EPS layer 
helps prevent impact damage, reduces noise infiltration for a quieter indoor  
ambiance, and discourages termites from nesting behind the siding.

An exclusive interlocking tongue-and-groove panel design means Window 
World 6000-AS Insulated Siding stacks firmly and locks in place. Available in 
two timeless profiles, Double 6" Clapboard and Double 5" Dutch Lap, Window 
World 6000-AS embodies the beauty of traditional finely milled cedar planks. 
The 16'8" extended length panel is more than 38% longer than conventional  
12' siding for understated elegance with fewer overlapping seams.

6000-AS Double 6" Clapboard
in Platinum Gray.

Classic Style, Impeccable Craftsmanship
In Window World 6000-AS Insulated Siding, you have found a  
siding solution that’s built to perform. With refined style and enduring 
protection, it delivers every “must-have” for today’s homes.

Natural Wood-Like Appearance  Ultra-premium vinyl panel with 
finely milled cedar texture recreates the classic elegance of freshly 
painted wood.

Superior Energy Efficiency  Keeps your home warmer in the winter 
and cooler in the summer with less energy use.

Never Needs Painting  Simply rinse occasionally with a garden hose 
to restore the like-new beauty.

Highly Durable and Dent-Resistant  Excellent impact resistance to 
damage from hail and other wind-blown objects.

Adds Curb Appeal and Resale Value  An upscale, energy-efficient 
home exterior is an attractive amenity.

Reduce Thermal Bridging!
The ideal way to improve the energy efficiency of your home is to 
systematically seal off major areas where energy escapes. You may 
not realize it, but roughly 25% of a home’s wall surface is composed 
of wood studs that typically are not insulated. The bare studs create 
a pathway that allows energy to leak in a process known as “thermal 
bridging,” which compromises the energy efficiency of the entire wall.  
Window World 6000-AS Insulated Siding helps prevent thermal 
bridging by insulating over these surfaces with a powerful thermal 
barrier that helps prevent energy loss.

Design Innovations for Superior Performance
• Fully integrated 1-1/2" thick EPS (expanded polystyrene) rigid   
 foam insulation reduces energy loss and reinforces the siding for  
 smooth walls with straight course lines.
• Secure panel locking system increases rigidity and locks the   
 stacked panels firmly in place.
• Fully rolled over, double-thick nail hem anchors panels to the  
 wall; meets or exceeds ASTM D5206 test standard for negative  
 wind load resistance.
• “Breathable” insulation with a Perm Rating of 5 allows moisture to  
 escape and not get trapped inside, which can lead to mold and mildew.
• High-density insulation softens outdoor noise for a quieter interior. 
• Insulation is treated with a non-toxic mineral additive that discourages  
 pests from nesting behind the siding; safe for humans, pets, and  
 the environment.
• Backed by a lifetime limited transferable warranty* – including  
 fade and hail protection.


